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As another calendar year draws towards its end it
encourages a little reflection in all of us on what we are
doing, why we are doing it, and where we are going.

Recently I have had annual review meetings with two
couples who have been clients for the past fifteen years.
Both couples became clients in the run up to their
retirements and are now enjoying life in their seventies. The
years of retirement take on the character of a career in their
own right; an opportunity to develop  interests and pursue
options that were often not possible earlier in life for reasons
of family, finance, circumstance or time.

For an hour or so in each instance we discussed the range of
issues which define all of our lives - family, friends, plans,
holidays, activities, health. And of course that great love  -
grandchildren. (I did not realise until some years ago just
how central the role of grandparenting is - a client once
described it to me as ‘instant love’- the biological imperative
is still hard at work.)

Appropriate time was spent, of course, in ensuring that their
financial strategy remained sound and that income and
capital needs were satisfied. 

But what was most evident was the sense of relationship,
continuity and mutual respect which the intervening years
had engendered between us. Both of the couples insisted on
emphasizing the effectiveness of our financial planning and
the continuity of service in enabling them to realise their
lifestyle objectives and enjoy their retirement. 

So it is valuable to reflect in the era of fast internet and
online access to ‘everything’ on whether  personal service
and continuity of relationship is what people want - does it
still have a place?  Our clients insist  loudly that it does.

One only has to have had limited experience of the transient
nature of relationships  with  staff  in banks, other financial
service organisations, retail or call centres to form a view.
How wonderful it would be to talk to someone who knew
you, understood your situation and history and could work
with you to achieve your objectives. And not just over one
week or one month but over years.

The future of Retirement Victoria is very much wedded to the
concepts of technical excellence, personal advice and
Continuing Care - the culture of knowing your clients,
planning effectively to meet their objectives, and enjoying
working with them over the longer term. 

These are principles on which we base recruitment of the
next generation of planners and support staff. We are
confident that the combination of technical quality, personal
relationships and staffing stability will best satisfy the
interests and needs of clients over the short, medium and
longer terms.

Thank you for your support during 2006. We look forward to
working with you in the years ahead.

Our Best Wishes to You and to your wider families for the
holiday season.

Alan for Geoff and the RV team -
Alan Cooper Melanie Brown Geoff Allen
Maria Beltran Joan Zivchak Emma Delahey
Denis Cleary Chris Harris Kristi Badgery
Ed Paterson Susan Heath Jenny Hoyle
Marnie Ewinger  Ray Wilkinson Rob Jowett
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Xmas Closure
As is our usual practice, RV will close between Xmas
and New Year.
Last day before Xmas: Thurs 21 Dec 2006 @ 5pm

Office reopens: Tues 2 Jan 2007 @ 8.30am

Limited staff: Tues 2 Jan 2007 
- Fri 5 Jan 2007

Full staff resumption: Mon 8 Jan 2007 @ 8.30am
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Strategies, Portfolios
and Investment Returns
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Why do people drive fifteen kilometres to save three
cents a litre on petrol and thereby incur a net loss?  Why
do people feel that a negatively geared rental investment
offering little prospect of capital growth is a good thing
when what they are doing is subsidising a person they
don’t know to live in a property they don’t own?

And why do people feel that their cash in a savings
account earning, say, 5% p.a. in a year when growth
markets are falling is a good investment but when
growth markets rise strongly the following year consider
it a poor investment. In both cases it is doing exactly
what it was intended and expected to do yet the
perception of it has changed.

Recency  
Research shows that people are more likely to be influenced in their
attitudes and behaviour by more recent events than less recent
events. Recent events drive  expectations with respect to investment
performance and the nature of the investments people are likely to
choose. Investors tend to become optimistic and over-confident in a
strong market – whether property or share markets.  

They may want more assertive portfolios, have less regard for the
quality of assets and management and lose sight of the need for
diversification. They ‘forget’ that markets go down, as well as up, and
sometimes very rapidly. They can lose track of their level of risk
tolerance and lifestyle objectives. 

These tendencies can be evident to us in talking to clients. In a period
of good markets clients tend to look at their more conservative
investments and ask why they do not have more in higher
performing (more assertive market-linked) investments. Precisely the
opposite occurs in a falling market. Clients value the stability of their
conservative investments and can lose focus on why growth
investments also form part of their portfolio. 

For those of our clients who have been with us for a decade or more
the ups and downs of markets are acknowledged with a certain
equanimity. They have seen years of very strong growth in property
and share markets, periods of relative flatness and periods of
significant decline. They have seen interest rates move up and down. 

And they understand that their financial strategy and the portfolio
which derives from it have been constructed and tuned to satisfy
their lifestyle objectives over the short, medium and longer terms. 

When looking at portfolio and investment performance it is this
context which is important.  Whatever the ‘recency’ influences it is
paramount that they not be allowed to intrude on the maintenance
of sound strategy and structure over time. 

Short term markets, whether strong or weak, will come and go.

Interpreting Investment Returns
A client recently compared the annual returns of two funds both
described as Balanced Funds. One was significantly higher for the
year than the other. The client said that the higher returning fund
must be a better fund. Why? Because over the year it had a higher
return than the other Balanced Fund.

So we sat down and compared the level of market exposure, asset type,
asset quality, investment strategies and client services of the two funds.
Let’s call the higher return fund B1 and the lower return fund B2.

B1 had 80% of its assets in sharemarket-linked investments.
Approximately half of these were in Australian assets and approximately
half were in International shares. The international investments were
unhedged which meant that fluctuations in the value of the Australian
dollar would translate directly to fluctuations in the value of the Fund.
The remaining 20% of  B1 was in defensive assets.

Fund B2 had only 50% of its assets in sharemarket linked
investments. Of these 42% were in Australian shares and property
and 8% were in International shares. The remaining 50% of B2 was
in defensive assets.

B1 is a passive fund which acquires a market portfolio and tracks the
index. It does not seek to add value through active management but
accepts what the market returns.

B2 is an actively managed fund. The manager will vary the asset
allocation and asset type depending on perception of market
conditions. Overall B2 appeared to have higher quality assets and
offered a greater range of client services.

The point is apparent. These Funds are both called Balanced Funds
but they are not the same. 

B1 is a very assertive Balanced fund with the potential for high
volatility. It is likely to return well in good market conditions but
could fall sharply in capital value in situations where international
shares are falling and the Australian dollar is rising. 

B2 is a defensively structured Balanced fund. B1 will provide a higher
return than B2 when share markets are strong and the Australian
dollar stable but it does not offer the defensive capacity of B2 when
market reversal occurs. 

B1 carries a significantly higher level of risk to capital than B2. 
Each could have its place as part of a diversified portfolio. But each
would have a different role. 

To choose B1 over B2 on the basis of its return alone would make no
sense at all. In fact taking account of the return provided for the
level of risk taken, the quality of its management and the range of its
client services B2 could be seen as a superior fund to B1.

Understanding what we are doing in comparing investment returns
and understanding how a particular fund or asset type would fit our
overall strategy forms the foundation of maintaining a retirement
structure which satisfies our lifestyle objectives.

Servicing income needs and capital needs over time in retirement
taking account of superannuation rules, tax rules, age pension rules
and investment options requires an integrated and measured
approach.



ShowcaseClient
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We commenced Client Showcase in last year’s News as a way of illustrating the diversity of talent and range of interests which we enjoy in
our clients. Readers responded enthusiastically to it. Here we feature another two long term clients of RV.

Ulrich Stalph
Artist

Ulrich Stalph’s paintings and pastels grace the reception area
and some offices at Retirement Victoria. He is an accomplished
and well known artist.

Ulrich was born in Germany and initially came to Australia in
1964. In 1977 he received art scholarships to academies in
Dusseldorf and Munich which led him to return to Germany for
a period. 

Following his return to Australia he became a teacher of art,
built a studio and continued painting. Teaching income was vital
to the provision of secure and regular income as he and
Jeanette raised their family.

Ulrich retired from teaching in 2000 to become a full-time
artist.  He is passionate about ‘on the spot’ sketches of
Australian landscapes producing works which combine fine
technique and understanding of colour with bold abstraction.

He has had many solo exhibitions and has received several awards.
Works by Ulrich are in collections of many organisations
including Qantas, Fosters, Price Waterhouse, RMIT, Sofitel and
Bayside Council.

Works on display at RV are available for purchase and Ulrich
offers a reduction off normal price for RV clients.
Ulrich likes to rent country shacks or holiday houses in
interesting locations for painting. He can be contacted at
stalph@westnet.com.au

Dr Ione Fett
Author of How Grandma Learned to Play the Computer

Ione Fett has degrees from the Universities of Melbourne and London and a PhD from
Monash University.  She retired in 1986 as Senior Lecturer in Social Anthropology at Monash.

Her initial attempts to overcome the mysteries of email, word processing and googling were
undermined by technical jargon and confusing processes, so she decided to write a step-by-
step manual for learners like herself, with help from her friend, Dr John Goldrich.  

The book covers everything from getting started in front of a computer to word processing
and the use of the internet and email, which were particularly important to Ione with
children and grandchildren living interstate and overseas.

How Grandma Learned to Play the Computer is an excellent primer.  Demand for the book
has been strong. 

The book is printed on the right hand page only and is spiral bound to sit flat beside a
computer.

If you would like to obtain a copy send a cheque for $29.50 to Dr John Goldrich, 
9 Eden Valley Close, Vermont Vic 3133 and it will be forwarded to you by return mail.

Ulrich and his wife
Jeanette with a painting

from his Otways series



Guide to Retirement - 2007
The 2007 Edition of our signature publication, the Guide to Retirement
has just been published. A copy has been posted to all clients with this
edition of RV Client News.  

If you would like additional copies of the Guide to Retirement 2007 to
pass on to friends or colleagues please ring the RV office.

What is Happening with the Budget Changes?
As yet there is no legislation. It is expected in the first quarter of 2007.
The article on page 2 of the Guide to Retirement 2007 provides an
update for clients.

The VSTA – Driver of Reform – A History
Many of our clients were active members of the Victorian Secondary
Teachers Association during the 1960’s and 1970’s. 

VSTA members in schools provided the inspiration, the policy and the
steadfast commitment to implementation necessary for change.

Bill Hannan intends to write a book covering the history of the VSTA
between the years 1962 and 1975. The experiences and anecdotes of
teachers in schools at that time will be its foundation.  In particular he
would like to hear your reminiscences covering those years -  school

life in all its aspects (the staffroom, teaching loads,  teacher dress,
extras, class sizes, classes in strange places, school songs, magazines,
assemblies, speech nights, sport, discipline, VSTA branches and their
activities and so on.)

If you are interested in contributing to the project or in talking to Bill
then send him an email at blhannan@netspace.net.au

Retirement Victoria Website
The RV website is a an easy reference point for clients or prospective
clients seeking information about Retirement Victoria or wishing to use
it as an information resource. The address is www.retirevic.com.au

Robert Jowett – Part of Our New Generation
We have made the point in a previous edition of the News that our
approach in looking for our next generation of Advisers has been
directed towards identifying quality people perhaps years in advance of
a decision to approach them to join our team.

Rob Jowett very much fits that approach. We first worked with Rob for
a brief period in 2001, then watched his career as an Adviser develop as
he built experience elsewhere.

He greatly impressed us then as a person with the core qualifications
and personal attributes necessary to develop into a fine Adviser. In
addition to his strong technical base he now has the requisite
experience to flourish in the technically strong, relationship orientated
environment of RV. When the opportunity arose to recruit him in mid-
2006 we did not hesitate.

Rob was born and raised in England where he completed a  Degree in
Aeronautical Engineering in 1995. (Those of you who are amazed at the
fact that today’s monster jetliners can actually fly  are welcome to seek
an explanation from Rob.)

At the end of his  university years he decided, as do many young
Europeans,  to come to Australia on a one year working holiday visa.

It was several months into the year when he reached Melbourne. Met a 

Melbourne girl - fell in love - and
the rest, as they say, is history. His
one year working holiday visa
became a two year temporary resident visa which was followed by
permanent residency late in 1998.

Interestingly Rob makes the point that most Engineering graduates in
England  do not work as Engineers, but are gobbled-up by the Finance
industry – probably because of the rigour of their training. He decided
to follow a similar direction, but with a focus on client services, and so
completed his post-graduate Diploma of Financial Planning after
settling in Melbourne. 

Rob and his wife Myra now have a daughter Caitlin who recently had
her first birthday. He is very much the doting dad and loving husband.
Rob remains close to his  family in England and  he would not mind my
saying he misses their close proximity. 

Email has helped and Rob is forever sending images and movies of
Caitlin to his Mum. They talk on the phone every week and he and
Myra are excited that she is coming from England to spend several
weeks with them over Xmas.

Rob is in every way the sort of person we want as part of Retirement
Victoria’s new generation of Advisers. We anticipate that he will be
working with us, and with you, for a very long time.

Offcuts Topical Bits and Pieces

Adviser Snapshot

RV Client News is written and published by Retirement Victoria as a service to clients.

Retirement Victoria are specialists in public sector retirement strategy and are the Australian 
Education Union’s preferred provider of financial and retirement planning services to members.

The information in RV Client News is of a general and summary nature only and is neither represented
as, nor intended to be, personal advice on any matter. No person should act on the basis of the
information contained herein but should seek appropriate professional advice based upon their own
personal circumstances.
Retirement Victoria 
Level 3, 432 St Kilda Rd, Melbourne 3004
Ph. 9820-8088 or Fx. 9820-8588

Retirement Victoria Partnership 
ABN 13 409 340 986 AFSL 273316

About RV Client NEWS
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